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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

Glen Wieland

In August the Workers’ Compensation Institute (WCI)
had one of the most successful educational conferences in
its history. The event drew record attendance, with more
people attending from more states from around the county.
The WCI’s Workers’ Compensation Educational Conference is known to be the best overall workers’ compensation
educational conference in the country. I want to thank the
WCI and especially Steve Rissman and Jim McConnaughhay for heading up this event. The day before the conference began, more than 1,100 volunteers representing all
aspects of the workers’ compensation industry spent a day
working at Give Kids The World (GKTW). We were told that
the work the volunteers did would have taken the employees at GKTW about two years to accomplish. I want to say
thank you to everyone who participated in this incredible
workday, and if you were not able to participate, I encourage you to join us next year as it is a wonderful charity that
grants wishes to terminally ill children.
As I write this, the National Council on Compensation
Insurance (NCCI) has recommended a rate decrease of
5.4% in workers’ compensation premiums. This is good news
for the employers in this state. It is another indication that
the reforms of 2003 have made a significant impact and
that the U.S. Supreme Court’s decisions in Castellanos and
Miles did not have the negative impact the NCCI thought
they might have.
A couple of things going on do concern me. Judge Diane
Beck has announced her retirement in 2020, and her experience and work will be missed. The nominating commission
was not able to meet to interview candidates because only
two people applied for the position. This should be a concern
to all of us. Is this the result of the fact that the judges have
not had a pay increase in over 12 years? Or is this a sign that
lawyers do not want to give up their law practice for what
could be a four-year job? Since judges serve at the will of
the governor, it could become a short-term job and a lawyer
with a successful law practice may not want to have to start
up a new law practice or look for a new job if the governor
decides not to reappoint. The Workers’ Compensation Section is and has been a proponent of amending the statute
to give the judges a much-needed pay raise, and this will
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

again be part of our legislative platform. It is important to
the workers’ compensation system that we have good judges
who work hard and who issue sound rulings based on the law.
This leads to a more efficient system and helps all lawyers
who practice workers’ compensation to be able to give good
advice to our clients.
My second concern is in regard to a recent court case. I
want to give my thoughts on the decision in Phillips v. Leon
County Public Works, No. 1D18-1776, decided on July 9,
2019. This opinion essentially eliminated the 21-day safe
harbor provision when dealing with sanctions. The court
made it clear that the statute does not contain a safe harbor
time period. I am concerned about how this may impact our
practices and the professionalism in our practices. We are in
the age of electronic communications and, too many times,
emails and text messages can be misread or misinterpreted.
I remember when my boys asked me why I was yelling at
them after I sent them an email and the caps lock had been
on. I did not know that sending an email or a text written in
all caps means you are yelling. There are times in our busy
practices when we may make a mistake in an email, a text, or
even a pleading. That does not mean we have any ill intent.
The Florida Division of Administrative Hearings (DOAH)
has drafted a rule that before filing a motion, we attorneys
need to confer personally with the other side and must include a statement about it in the motion. Some judges say
that sending one email is not personally conferring. Here is
what I suggest: We all should try to pick up the telephone
(that thing on our desks that allows us to have an actual conversation with someone) and discuss the pending matter with our
opposing counsel. Before you file that motion for sanctions,
you should pick up the phone and talk with your opposing
counsel. You may find this can resolve the matter and benefit your client, and it will show the professionalism in your
practice. This sanction provision and court decision can be
a two-edged sword, and it can possibly lead to a referral to
The Florida Bar. I urge everyone to be very cautious and to
be professional when dealing with this issue.
Sincerely,
Glen D. Wieland
Section Chair
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

Paolo Longo

Q&A With Porter Leslie of Ametros

This month, I had the opportunity to sit down with Porter Leslie, president of Ametros, our newest Workers’ Compensation
Section sponsor. I am pleased to introduce him to the section and to provide information about what Ametros can do for
our members. Ametros is the largest professional administration company in the country, providing support, savings, and
security for injured individuals after they settle their personal injury, liability, or workers’ compensation case.
Paolo: Who is Ametros?
Porter: Ametros’ main goal is helping
injured individuals manage their medical funds after they settle a workers’
compensation or liability case. We were
founded in 2010, and the main focus
of our 150-plus employees is to make
health care easier for injured individuals
and to help them save money, remain
compliant with Medicare, and deal with
fewer hassles after they settle. We are
headquartered just north of Boston, and
while we provide services nationwide,
Florida is one of the most significant
states for us.

them with access to medical networks
to obtain discounts on prescriptions
and health care treatment. With CareGuard, the injured person never has to
touch a bill; all medical bills are directed
to us where we review them, reduce
them, and pay on their behalf. We share
with the member all their account activity via our online portal and mobile
application so they can easily track how
their settlement funds are being spent
and how much money they are saving.
In the case of a Medicare Set-Aside,
we also compile and send all required reporting to the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
to make sure the member’s Medicare benefits are not
impacted.
We also have a support tool, Amethyst, that helps
injured individuals that choose to self-administer their
settlement funds and place the money in their own bank
account. Amethyst can be a good fit for small settlements
where the injured individual has minimal health care needs.

Paolo: What services does Ametros provide?
Porter: Many folks think our services only begin once
the case settles. On the contrary, usually attorneys or
claims professionals are involving us early in settlement
discussions as they kick off the conversation with the
injured person about how their medical care will be taken
care of after settlement. About half of our team is in the
field or on the phones speaking with everyone involved in
the settlement to tell them about our services and how
they can be a benefit—really helping everyone feel more
comfortable with the idea of settlement.
Once the case settles, our professional administration
service, CareGuard, oversees and manages an injured
individual’s future medical funds on their behalf. We call
the injured person a member, and we set up a dedicated
bank account for their funds and they receive a CareGuard card that, similar to an insurance card, provides
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

Paolo: How can Ametros benefit injured individuals?
Porter: Our services provide a few key benefits. First,
we relieve the injured person from the hassle of handling
their own health care bills. We all know managing medical
expenses can be very frustrating. Second, we save significant money for the injured individual after settlement.
This means they have more funds in their account to
get the medical treatment they need over their lifetime.
Finally, we ensure that the injured person’s Medicare
... continued, next page
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understand all of the benefits of our platform, which
hopefully will help them feel more confident in their
decision to settle.
After
Our team is here to make sure injured individuals feel
supported 24/7 by phone, email, or through the chat feature on our website. With state-of-the-art technology,
individuals will navigate the health care system smoothly
and be able to have a reliable after-settlement resource
when questions arise.

Message from the Editor, continued
reporting is done properly if the case has a Medicare SetAside. In addition, we have a team of benefits specialists
that can assist the injured person in finding resources
that are publicly available.
All of these benefits combined help injured individuals
feel protected and comfortable with settlement, increasing the likelihood of case closure. And we also believe
there is a ripple effect that when injured individuals spend
less time worrying about medical bills and reporting, they
can spend more time focusing on returning to health.

Paolo: On what types of cases should I involve
Ametros?
Porter: We can help any settlement with a future
medical component, including:
• Workers’ compensation cases, including those with
Medicare Set-Asides (MSAs)
• Liability settlements, especially Liability Medicare
Set-Asides (LMSAs)
• Cases involving a trust
• Life care plans
• Medical cost projections and non-Medicare covered
accounts

Paolo: How can Ametros benefit both plaintiff and
defense attorneys?
Porter: Ametros is a neutral party that works closely
with all parties to a settlement, including Medicare, to
create a better experience in the settlement process.
We work with plaintiff attorneys to provide their clients
with savings and support after they settle their workers’
compensation or liability case. Our services protect your
client by guiding them through their ongoing medical care
after settlement. In the case of a Medicare Set-Aside,
we ensure your client’s Medicare benefits are protected.
Our team is available to answer your client’s questions
after settlement so you can feel confident moving forward
to the next case and know that your client has a resource
they can count on to direct questions once they settle.
We also work with defense attorneys to help you provide solutions for your clients to help them settle more
cases by offering our services as a value-added benefit
to the settlement offer. With Ametros’ solutions, injured
parties feel more comfortable with settlement, knowing
they have resources, support, and savings. We will work
side-by-side with you to find the right fit for your client.

We have an experienced team that works with cases
that are any size and regardless of whether they are
structured into annuities or paid out in a lump sum.
Paolo: How do I involve Ametros with my cases?
Porter: Johnny Green and Jennifer Wright are our
main contacts covering Florida.
Johnny Green | jgreen@ametros.com | 904-654-7914
Jennifer Wright | jwright@ametros.com | 727-401-1314
You can also check out our website and resources
at Ametros.com, email referral@ametros.com, or call
877-620-2221 for a free consultation to discuss how
we can help you settle your client’s case comfortably
and confidently.

Paolo: Can you describe how Ametros helps throughout the settlement process?
Porter: We can assist in all phases of the settlement
process, including:
Before
Before settlement, our team can help injured individuals navigate the complexities of settlement, making sure
they are aware of regulations or reporting obligations,
so they can make the most informed decision possible.
During
Our team will help walk injured individuals through the
process of becoming a member with us and will answer
any questions along the way. We will make sure they
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

Porter Leslie is president of Ametros. He directs the growth of
Ametros and works with its many partners and clients. He built
his career leading customer-focused businesses in the health
care and financial services industries. Prior to Ametros, Porter
worked in investment banking, private equity, and corporate
development. He earned the B.A. in economics from Columbia
University, as well as the M.B.A. from the Wharton School
and the M.A. from the Lauder Institute at the University of
Pennsylvania. Porter is fluent in Spanish and Portuguese and
resides in Boston with his wife and two children.
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by Judge Keef F. Owens

Several evidentiary issues seem to arise
frequently in workers’ compensation litigation. This article is intended to help
anticipate those issues and to point toward
statutes, cases, and rules that may offer a
means of addressing them. Given the innumerable fact patterns surrounding claims,
and the invariable practical difficulties one faces
when prosecuting and defending those claims, it is
easier to pontificate about the best way of handling
evidentiary issues while drafting an article than it is to
execute when in the midst of litigation. In considering
what weight to give this article, it is also fair for one
to paraphrase a critique of Homer Simpson from an
early episode of The Simpsons: “Some nerve, telling us
how to [practice]. He doesn’t even have hair.”
As a threshold matter, it should be reaffirmed that
parties to workers’ compensation claims do need to
consider the rules of evidence when litigating. Occasionally attorneys will argue that the document
or testimony they seek to admit should be admitted
despite one or more evidentiary issues that seemingly
require the exclusion of that evidence. A common
argument asserted in these instances is that “the
judge of compensation claims shall not be bound by
technical or formal rules.” Section 440.29(1), Fla.
Stat. It appears, however, that the First District Court
of Appeal is unwilling to allow this statutory language
to excuse compliance with the rules of evidence. See
Amos v. Gartner, Inc., 17 So. 3d 829 (Fla. 1st DCA
2009).
Medical records are used in the vast majority of
workers’ compensation hearings. Accordingly, section
440.29(4), Fla. Stat., is your friend. It provides: “All
medical reports of authorized treating health care
providers relating to the claimant and subject accident
shall be received into evidence by the judge of compensation claims upon proper motion.” The records
must be provided to opposing counsel at least 30 days
prior to the final hearing, and the motion should be
filed 30 days prior to the final hearing as well. Attaching the records to the motion may be advisable for
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

two reasons. First, rule 60Q-6.115(1), Rules
of Procedure for Workers’ Compensation
Adjudications, requires any document referenced in a motion to be filed or attached
to the motion. Second, if the records are
attached, then it is clear precisely which
records the moving party seeks to admit.
Simply filing a motion that cites “Dr. Doe’s
records” may give rise to ambiguities at the time of
the final hearing when each party takes a drastically
different view of exactly what is or is not a medical
record of Dr. Doe. Attaching the actual records you
seek to admit may avoid this problem.
Be wary of hearsay within medical records. There
may be hearsay exceptions, which permit the admission of the hearsay within the medical records. For
example, the claimant’s statements made for purpose
of medical diagnosis or treatment would likely be
admitted pursuant to section 90.803(4), Fla. Stat.
Furthermore, there may be multiple levels of hearsay. A statement within a medical record that reads,
“The patient reports that he was told by Dr. Jones
that he has a disc herniation,” includes at least three
levels of hearsay; the medical record itself is hearsay,
the claimant’s statement within the medical record is
hearsay, and Dr. Jones’ statement to the claimant is
hearsay. It is important to be prepared to address each
statement by arguing either that it is not hearsay or
that there is a hearsay exception that applies.
We are trained to object when any question asks
“What did he say?” or any testimony begins with “She
said . . . .” Please bear in mind, hearsay is an out-ofcourt statement offered for the truth of the matter
asserted. See section 90.801(1)(c), Fla. Stat. The
question or testimony should not be objectionable if
the statement is not being submitted for the truth of
the matter asserted. The statement may be relevant
because of its effect on another. For example, the
claimant’s testimony that he was told by his doctor
that he could not work may not be admissible to prove
that the claimant was, in fact, in a no-work status,
... continued, next page
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JUDGES CORNER

Common Evidentiary Issues in
Workers’ Compensation Litigation

but it would likely be admissible to explain why the
claimant did not perform a work search.
When preparing for a hearing, remember that
only the medical opinions of authorized providers,
independent medical examiners, and expert medical
advisors are admissible. See section 440.13(5)(e), Fla.
Stat. If, however, medical records are being submitted for fact purposes only, then the records may be
admissible for that limited purpose.
In the course of attempting to admit medical records (or any other records) under the business
records exception to the hearsay rule, please take
care to satisfy all four prongs of the exception. It is
not uncommon to see a records’ custodian’s deposition transcript in which only two or three of the four
questions have been asked. It should be demonstrated
that (a) the record was made at or near the time of
what it describes (e.g., act, event, condition, opinion, diagnosis); (b) the record was made by, or with
information transmitted by, someone with personal
knowledge; (c) it is the regular practice of the business to create such a record; and (d) it is the regular
practice of the business to keep such a record. See
section 90.803(6)(a), Fla. Stat.
Finally, when considering the evidence you will
present and when preparing the pretrial stipulation,

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

Judge Keef F. Owens graduated from Stetson University
with a bachelor’s degree in political science and a minor in
mathematics. He studied law at the University of Florida,
where he served on the Moot Court Team. Following law
school, he served as a four-year law clerk to the Honorable
Charles M. Harris of the Fifth District Court of Appeal.
Judge Owens then entered private practice in Orlando,
Florida, with the law firm Zimmerman Kiser Sutcliffe. He
represented employers, carriers, and servicing agents in
workers’ compensation proceedings and appeals before the
First District Court of Appeal. Judge Owens was appointed
to serve as the judge of compensation claims for Port St.
Lucie in 2016.
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JUDGES CORNER

remember that impeachment and rebuttal evidence
must be identified within the pretrial stipulation. This
rule applies to both exhibits and witnesses. See rule
60Q-6.113(2)(d) and (e), Rules of Procedure for
Workers’ Compensation Adjudications. This is a trap
that those of us who have been around for a while
sometimes fall into, as a previous version of the rule
governing pretrial stipulations did not require the
identification of impeachment and rebuttal evidence.
It is true for both judges and attorneys that since a
rule can be amended, it is safest to re-review the rule
prior to relying upon it as opposed to relying upon
memory.

Evidentiary Issues, continued

News From the OJCC
by Judge David Langham

Following are excerpts from the Office of the Judges of
Compensation Claims’ e-newsletter of September 25.

a YouTube channel with videos for your perusal as well
as a new and improved Facebook presence. Stay tuned!

New DOAH Director

Tampa Changes

The Administration Commission on September 24,
2019, appointed John MacIver director of the Division
of Administrative Hearings. Judge Cohen will remain at
DOAH as an administrative law judge. Judge MacIver
is anticipated to start next week. He comes to DOAH
from the Executive Office of the Governor. Welcome,
Judge MacIver!

There has been no decision regarding the appointment
of a third judge of compensation claims in District Tampa.
For the time being, settlements, stipulations, and various motions will be handled by various judges remotely.
If you have questions about a filing, a pending order, or
otherwise, continue to contact Judge Lorenzen’s former
staff in Tampa. Trials will continue to be covered by outof-district judges, and will be reassigned approximately
one month in advance of hearing dates. If you have
concerns or issues during this time, do not hesitate to
direct them to david.langham@doah.state.fl.us. Thank
you for your patience.

Help Wanted Sarasota

Judge Beck is retiring in 2020. The Statewide Judicial
Nominating Commission for Judges of Compensation Claims will meet Friday, November 15, 2019, at
9:00 a.m. at the Hyatt Regency Orlando International
Airport, 9300 Jeff Fuqua Blvd, Orlando, Florida, USA
32827 (room to be announced). Those who already applied for the Sarasota vacancy need not reapply. The full
notice can be accessed here: https://fljcc.org/JCC/sjnc/.

Adding an Employer to a Case

An employer’s address is required in petitions, see
section 440.192, Fla. Stat. When you move to add an
employer to an existing case, the judge needs that new
employer’s address included in the motion. Your assistance in providing complete and accurate information is
most appreciated.

Emergency Preparedness – New Number

Many (perhaps all) eyes are on the Atlantic and the
potential threats as we hope for a calm end to this hurricane season. Please remember the OJCC Emergency
Office Closure policy, which is posted on the OJCC
website here:
https://fljcc.org/JCC/adminOrders/EmergencyOfficeClosures.pdf.
If the Circuit Court closes for an emergency in the
county in which our OJCC office is located, then that
OJCC office will likewise close. The OJCC will make
every effort to post such closures to the OJCC website
(www.fljcc.org) and twitter (@fljcc) with LinkedIn and
Facebook coming soon. You may also call for status
announcements on our new Emergency Management
Information Line telephone number: 850-404-5511
(new number—make a note).

Check Your Daily Filings

There are some attorneys whose firms or email providers are filtering out the link emails we send when
documents are filed. We are responsible to send, but
we cannot control you receiving. The best way to avoid
errors and problems is for your office to check filings
every day. There is a “daily filings” tab in e-JCC. Please
use it regularly.

Changing Carriers or Adding a Carrier

All carriers (in the OJCC database, insurance
companies, third party administrators, and servicing
agents are all called “carrier”) must register their name,
address, and email address with the OJCC. When you
wish to locate a carrier (either to file a petition or to add a
carrier to a case or to substitute a new carrier for an old),
the list of carriers in our system is available in e-JCC. Just
click on the “registered carriers” list. If you cannot find
the one you need, contact askojcc@doah.state.fl.us for

Follow the OJCC on Social Media

Visit the blog through the link on our website, www.
fljcc.org. Follow us on Twitter, click on the link at https://
www.fljcc.org or type in @fljcc and keep up with what is
going on. Share your thoughts using #workerscomp or
#fljcc. The OJCC is also on LinkedIn. There will soon be
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

... continued, next page
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fery Jacobs (MIA), Gregory Johnsen (WPB), Jacquelyn
Newman (TLH), Neal Pitts (ORL), Thomas Sculco
(ORL), Carol Stephenson (WPB), Jonathan Walker
(PMC), and Rita Young (TPA); and mediators Tania Ogden (FTM), Adam Ross (FTL), and John Brooks (DAY).

News From the OJCC, continued
assistance. If the carrier is, in fact, not in our database,
we will strive to add it for you as soon as practical.

Tools for the Effective Workers’ Compensation
Litigator

Upcoming Opportunities to Hear Our Speakers:

E-JCC tools, tips, and reminders of which to be aware:
Attorneys represent clients. Law firms do not.
Retirement or death
Pretrial compliance questionnaire tool?
The tool for checking your calendar?
Monitor your daily filings?
Litigation documents under seal

On the Workers’ Compensation Section Lunch and
Learn program this year, you can look forward to Judges
Clark (FTM), Forte (FTL), Hedler (WPB), Johnsen
(WPB), Kerr (MIA), Medina-Shore (MIA), Sculco
(ORL), and Weiss (FTM). Details on those will be in
future email newsletters.
Judge David Langham is the deputy
chief judge of compensation claims for
the Florida Office of Judges of Compensation Claims and Division of Administrative Hearings. Contact him at
david.langham@doah.state.fl.us.

Thanks to Our Recent Speakers!

The Florida Association of Self-Insureds in July featured Illiana Forte (FTL) and Jack Weiss (FTM). At the
Workers’ Compensation Institute, the following judges
and state mediators presented: Judges Wilbur Anderson
(DAY), Robert Dietz (MEL), Walter Havers (MIA), Jef-

What’s Authorization Got to Do With It?
by Kristine Callagy

Everything! Recently, I have encountered some interesting arguments in a couple of cases on what an
authorized provider can or cannot do and whether a
medical provider that the carrier has paid to treat the
claimant is even considered an authorized provider. In
these cases, the carriers basically wanted to have their
cake and eat it, too.
In the first example, the carrier authorized a licensed
mental health counselor to provide treatment for a
claimant suffering from a mental nervous injury. Then at
final hearing, the carrier objected to the mental health
counselor’s medical opinion coming into evidence on the
basis that she was not a licensed medical doctor; however,
section 440.13(5)(e), Fla. Stat., does not define what
an authorized provider is, nor does it say the authorized
provider must be a licensed medical doctor.
Witham v. Sheehan Pipeline Constr. Co., 45 So.3d 105,
108 (Fla. 1st DCA 2010), was one of the main cases
proffered by the carrier, relying on the holding that a
toxicologist was not qualified to testify as to the medical
cause of the claimant’s condition because he was not a
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

licensed medical doctor. The biggest distinction between
Witham and the facts of the case was that the licensed
mental health counselor had been authorized to provide
treatment, whereas the toxicologist was only utilized as
an expert witness.
The term authorized treating provider, as used in the
statute barring admission in workers’ compensation
proceedings of medical opinions that are not from appointed expert medical advisors, independent medical
examiners, or authorized treating providers, is defined
as treating providers authorized by the employer/carrier/
servicing agent. Rucker v. City of Ocala, 684 So. 2d 836
(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1996). The term authorized treating
provider is actually not defined in Chapter 440. Nevertheless, a review of other sections in Chapter 440 reveals
that the clear meaning of the term is “treating providers
authorized by the employer/carrier/servicing agent.” Id.
“Section 440.29(4), Florida Statutes, provides
in pertinent part: All medical reports of authorized treating health care providers relating to the
... continued, next page
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quickly to avoid waiting for the availability of a physician at the clinic. During each of the visits, the ARNPs
who treated the claimant either placed work restrictions on him or had him on a no-work status due to his
orthopedic injury. Despite the fact that the carrier had
authorized and paid for each of these visits with the
clinic, payment of indemnity based on those restrictions was denied.
The depositions of the ARNPs were taken and offered into evidence at final hearing where the carrier
objected to their testimony on an argument that they
were not authorized providers and that their medical
opinions were inadmissible. Specifically, the carrier
alleged the ARNPs were unable to testify and provide
medical opinions regarding causation and disability
issues. Those objections were overruled and the JCC
cited to section 440.13(5)(e) in making the determination that the ARNPs were authorized providers and
that the statute does not limit medical testimony to
that of physicians only.
Additionally, the JCC found that even if the ARNPs
were not deemed to be “authorized medical providers,” their testimony providing factual information
about the claimant’s symptoms, complaints, diagnosis,
and treatment prescribed is admissible pursuant to
Office Depot, Inc. v. Sweikata, 727 So.2d 1189 (Fla.
1st DCA 1999).
So, the moral of this story is that once the cake is
eaten, it’s gone forever. Carriers cannot authorize a
provider and then cry foul when they do not like the
provider’s opinion; it is going to come into evidence.

Authorization, continued
claimant and subject accident shall be received into
evidence by the judge of compensation claims upon
proper motion. . . . In addition, Section 440.13(3)(a)
provides in pertinent part: (3) PROVIDER ELIGIBILITY; AUTHORIZATION.- (a) As a condition to
eligibility for payment under this chapter, a health
care provider who renders services must be a certified
health care provider and must receive authorization
from the carrier before providing treatment. See
also § 440.13(14)(a), Fla. Stat. (payment of medical
fees).” Id.
“Further, section 440.13(3)(c) prohibits a health
care provider from referring an employee without prior authorization from the carrier, except when emergency care is rendered. Finally, Rule 38F-7.516(2),
Florida Administrative Code, defines ‘authorization’
as ‘approval from the carrier to render or order the
provision of health care services.’ Read in conjunction
with the foregoing provisions, the term ‘authorized
treating provider’ in section 440.13(5)(e) means a
treating provider authorized by the E/SA.” Id.
As we all know, pursuant to section 440.13(5)(e),
the only medical opinions admissible in proceedings
before a judge of compensation claims (JCC) are the
opinions of an expert medical advisor, an independent
medical examiner, and an authorized treating provider.
Seminole Cty. Sch. Bd. v. Tweedie, 922 So. 2d 1011,
1012 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2006). Additionally, a nonphysician’s opinion may support a claim for benefits.
Alvarado v. Wackenhut Corp., 951 So.2d 937 (Fla. 1st
DCA 2007).
Absent from these statutory provisions is the term
physician. If the Legislature had intended for physician
testimony to be the only admissible medical opinion, it
would have used the term physician instead of provider;
that is statutory construction 101. The objections to
the licensed mental health counselor were overruled
and the opinion came into evidence.
In the second example, a clinic had been authorized
to treat the claimant in addition to a neurosurgeon for
his compensable orthopedic injury. The clinic scheduled him with advanced registered nurse practitioners
(ARNPs) for ease of getting appointments scheduled
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

Kristine Callagy is an associate attorney of Bichler & Longo PLLC and
represents first responders around the
state of Florida in pursuit of claims
under the Heart/Lung Bill. She received
the B.A. in business administration in
2008 from the University of Central Florida and the J.D. from Barry
University in 2011. Prior to Bichler & Longo, Kristine
worked at a large civil defense firm defending clients in
suits filed by credit card companies, second mortgage
companies, and homeowners’ association foreclosures.
She also pursued claims under the Florida Consumer
Collection Practices Act and the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act.
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The Use of Expert Medical Advisors
in Workers’ Compensation Claims
by Jonathan Cooley

You complete the depositions of the authorized medical providers. You complete the depositions of the
independent medical examiners. The fact witnesses
have been deposed or are ready to testify at trial. Then
a motion for EMA (expert medical advisor) is granted,
and the posture of the case is suddenly changed. Instead
of the judge of compensation claims (JCC) reviewing
the evidence, weighing the testimony of the authorized
providers, and considering the fact evidence, another
doctor, the EMA, will be reviewing the medical records,
examining the patient, and rendering opinions that will
be presumed to be correct.
The First District Court of Appeal recently rejected a
challenge to the constitutionality of the EMA statute in
Abreu v. Riverland Elementary School, 44 Fla. L. Weekly
D1548 (Fla. 1st DCA 2019.) The order is not final,
however, and the claimant has requested the Florida
Supreme Court to accept jurisdiction. A recent uptick
in appellate cases involving the EMA demonstrates difficulties as it relates to the EMA.

select from the list of certified providers. If no provider
is available within the necessary specialty, the judge may
select a health care provider without obtaining department certification. s. 440.13(9)(c), Fla. Stat.
At the time of this publication, there are only 146
certified EMAs in all specialties combined.
The EMA is supposed to be an impartial, independent
medical advisor. Given the shortage of available certified
EMAs, frequently the EMA physician is selected by the
JCC based on his or her experiences with that physician.
These doctors did not necessarily undergo any particular
training, and their qualifications have not been certified
by the department.

When and How to Request an EMA

The party desiring the EMA should request the EMA
once the dispute between health care providers is identified. This can be done by motion or by placing the court
on notice of the dispute.
An EMA should be appointed, or the court should
be placed on notice of the conflict of medical opinions,
once the dispute becomes known. A party cannot delay
unreasonably once the dispute manifests. Palm Springs
General Hospital v. Cabrera, 698 So.2d 1352, 1354 (Fla.
1st DCA 1997). Waiting five months after the conflict
between medical providers becomes known, for example,
is not acceptable. Waldorf Sheet Metal Works v. Gonzalez,
719 So.2d 355, 357 (Fla. 1st DCA 1998).
In general, it appears as though the court does not
look favorably on parties using the EMA as a mechanism
for a continuance and delay in litigation. The parties are
allowed, however, to obtain the necessary evidence to
demonstrate the need for an EMA.
Even if neither party requests an EMA, if the JCC finds
a dispute exists, the statute still mandates the judge appoint an EMA on his or her own motion. s. 440.13(9)(c),
Fla. Stat. If the judge does not appoint an EMA, however,
this is not in and of itself a reversible error. If a timely
request is not made, and the judge does not choose to
appoint an EMA, it is the judge’s responsibility to resolve
the dispute. Quiroga v. First Baptist Church at Weston, 124

What is an EMA?

In a nutshell, an EMA is a health care provider, who
may or may not be certified by the Department of
Financial Services (the department), who performs an
independent medical examination at the request of the
JCC for the purpose of assisting in the resolution of a
dispute in the opinions of health care providers.
The EMA is established in section 440.13(9), Florida
Statutes. The statute instructs the department to certify
physicians as experts to assist the department as advisors
in the area of their expertise. s. 440.13(9)(a), Fla. Stat.
The role of the EMA includes providing expert medical
consultations and testimony to the department or to the
JCC. s. 440.13(9)(b), Fla. Stat.
It is mandatory for the JCC to appoint an EMA if two
health care providers disagree on the medical evidence
supporting an employee’s complaints or need for additional treatment, or if two health care providers disagree
that the employee is able to return to work. This is to be
done either on request by a party, or on the judge’s own
motion. The parties have the option of agreeing to a particular health care provider. Alternatively, the judge may
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

... continued, next page
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In Goodwin v. Hillsborough County School Board, 44
Fla. L. Weekly 13225 (Fla. 1st DCA 2019), the court addressed whether a JCC can confer with an EMA without
counsel present. In Goodwin, the EMA, in his report, recommended a diagnostic test to rule out a possible cause
of the claimant’s condition. The JCC conferred with
the physician, and then held a status conference with
the parties and ordered the claimant to attend the test.
There was no objection raised by claimant to the judge’s
conference with the EMA at the time of the status
conference or at any time prior to the appeal. The court
looked at the Code of Judicial Conduct, which addresses
and allows ex parte communication in certain instances
such as scheduling, administrative purposes, or emergencies that do not deal with substantive matter. These are
allowed when the judge reasonably believes no party will
gain a tactical advantage and the judge makes provision to
promptly notify all of the parties of the substance of the
communication and allows an opportunity to respond.
See Canon (3)B of the Code of Judicial Conduct.
The court in Goodwin did not analyze whether the
contact of the judge met the standards and qualifications
of the aforementioned section of the Code of Judicial
Conduct. The appellate judges noted they could see no
reason why the claimant could not have addressed his
concerns at the trial level. They did add they could see no
reason why the judge would not have first contacted the
parties prior to the conference. Goodwin v. Hillsborough
County School Board, 44 Fla. L. Weekly 13225 (Fla. 1st
DCA 2019).

Expert Medical Advisors, continued
So.3d 936, 938 (Fla. 1st DCA 2013).
The typical method for requesting an EMA is through
filing of a motion. The statute allows the request to be
through a written request. s. 440.13(9)(c), Fla. Stat. The
party requesting the EMA is responsible for the EMA’s
expenses. If the JCC requests on his or her own motion
the EMA, the carrier pays for the EMA. s. 440.13(9)
(f), Fla. Stat. It is not necessary, however, for the parties
to file a motion or specifically to request the EMA. The
parties need only place the judge on notice of the conflict
in medical opinions. At that point, it becomes mandatory for the JCC to review for conflicts in opinion and
to appoint an EMA, at the carrier’s expense. Banuchi v.
Department of Corrections, 122 So.3d 999, 1001 (Fla. 1st
DCA 2013). This mechanism provides an opportunity for
a claimant to attempt to have the JCC appoint an EMA
without the claimant incurring the expense of the EMA.

Role of the EMA

The role of the EMA is to provide an independent
medical opinion regarding material issues in conflict.
Faulk v. Harris Corp, 267 So.3d 578, 579 (Fla. 1st DCA
2019). An independent medical examination is defined as
“an objective evaluation of the injured employee’s medical condition, including but not limited to, impairment
or work status, performed by a physician or an expert
medical advisor at the request of a party, a JCC, or the
department to assist in the resolution of a dispute arising
under this chapter.” s. 440.13(1)(i), Fla. Stat.
The EMA is to have free and complete access to all of
the medical records of the injured worker. s. 440.13(9)
(c), Fla. Stat. In most instances, the parties prepare a
composite of records to provide to the EMA. The EMA
is to answer the questions presented by the JCC that
are in dispute.
If the EMA defers one of the relevant questions to an
opinion rendered by another provider, or if the EMA fails
to deliver an independent opinion regarding the issues
in conflict, the JCC should strike the EMA and appoint
another. Faulk v. Harris Corp, 267 So.3d 578 (Fla. 1st
DCA 2019).
As the EMA is to provide a truly independent opinion,
the parties generally do not have ex parte communication
with the EMA. The JCC typically schedules and arranges
the EMA appointment and provides the questions to be
answered.
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

The Presumption of Correctness

The opinion of the EMA is presumed to be correct per
s. 440.13(9)(c), Fla. Stat. The opinion of the EMA has
a nearly conclusive effect. Pierre v. Handi Van, Inc., 717
So.2d 1115, 1117 (Fla. 1st DCA 1998); Amos v. Gardner, 17
So.3d 829, 832 (Fla. 1st DCA 2009). In order to rebut
the presumption, the JCC must find clear and convincing
evidence that the opinion is incorrect.
For example, if an EMA renders an opinion regarding
impairment income benefits that does not match the
guidelines, that opinion can be rejected. Rodriguez v.
Tallahassee Fire Department, 240 So.3d 788, 791 (Fla.
1st DCA 2018). If the JCC rejects an opinion of an
EMA, the judge must articulate his or her findings of
the clear and convincing evidence to reject the opinion.
BayCare Home Care Medical Supply v. Santiago, 220
So.3d 1286, 1289 (Fla. 1st DCA 2017).
... continued, next page
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was in the executive branch and was not part of the judiciary. Therefore, rulemaking authority did not lie with
the Supreme Court.
Likewise, the First District Court of Appeal in Abreu
rejected the claimant’s argument that the EMA statute
violated the separation of powers by interfering with the
executive’s ability to adjudicate claims. The First DCA
indicated that procedure in workers’ compensation
claims is subject to statutory regulation. “The heightened
burden of persuasion created by s. 440.13(9)(c) does
not violate the constitution because it falls within the
purview of the Legislature regarding evidentiary issues
in workers’ compensation cases.”
Finally, the First DCA rejected the claimant’s argument that s. 440.13(9)(c), Florida Statutes, violates due
process. While the presumption is noted in case law to be
nearly conclusive, it is rebuttable. The court rejected the
argument that rebutting the presumption is so difficult
that it creates a due process violation. It additionally
held that it does not deny the ability to present evidence
as the parties still have the opportunity to present and
introduce evidence and to be heard. Abreu v. Riverland
Elementary School, 44 Fla. L. Weekly D1548 (Fla. 1st
DCA 2019).
Abreu is not yet final, and it remains to be seen whether
the Florida Supreme Court will invoke jurisdiction to
review the claim. For now, s. 440.13(9)(c), Florida
Statutes, is constitutional and valid.
At this time, in those cases involving primarily medical
disputes, the EMA can play a significant role in the decision
of a claim. Once a dispute between health care providers is
established, if an EMA is desired, one should be requested
to avoid unnecessary delay. The EMA is supposed to be
impartial and should provide an independent medical
evaluation to assist the judge in determining medical issues.
The opinions of the EMA are presumed to be correct, and
this presumption may be rebutted by clear and convincing
evidence, which must be detailed by the JCC.

Expert Medical Advisors, continued
If the EMA renders opinions on issues that were not
raised by the JCC, the opinion may be considered, but
does not benefit from the presumption of correctness
but rather is examined in the same light as an authorized
provider or an independent medical examiner. Lowes
Home Centers, Inc. v. Beekman, 187 So.3d 318, 322 (Fla.
1st DCA 2016).
In challenging the opinion of an EMA, it is permissible
to take the deposition of the EMA. Prior to deposition, the EMA is only going to have been provided with
medical records. The deposition will allow for questioning
regarding factual issues or issues of credibility that may
not have been available to the EMA prior to the examination or the deposition.

Are EMAs constitutional?

The constitutionality of the EMA statute was challenged in Abreu v. Riverland Elementary School, 44 Fla. L.
Weekly D1548 (Fla. 1st DCA 2019). The claimant challenged the constitutionality of s. 440.13(9)(c), Florida
Statutes, specifically arguing that the presumption of
correctness infringes on the Supreme Court’s authority to impose rules. Additionally, it was argued that the
statute interferes with the executive branch’s ability to
adjudicate the cases.
The court rejected the separation of powers argument
as it relates to the rulemaking authority of the Supreme
Court in workers’ compensation claims in s. 440.29(3),
Florida Statutes. The court additionally noted this had
previously been decided by the Florida Supreme Court
in the Amendments to the Florida Rules of Workers’
Compensation Procedure, 891 So.2d 474 (Fla. 2004).
At that time, the Florida Supreme Court noted that the
Office of the Judges of Compensation Claims (OJCC)
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Hurley, Rogner, Miller, Cox and Waranch
and is the managing partner of the Fort
Myers office. He has practiced workers’
compensation since 2002. He graduated
from Liberty University in 1995 with
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school at Nova Southeastern University,
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Pro se Claimants and That Disabled Turtle:
A Survey
by John P. Brooks

There is no question that, over the years, workers’
compensation has become more complex, more difficult
to navigate, and procedurally more demanding. For the
experienced practitioner, it is challenging. For the unrepresented claimant, it is, not surprisingly, far worse. This
article is a brief case study, if you will, of the endeavors of
pro se claimants to pursue their claims to a final hearing.
On the Office of the Judges of Compensation Claims’
(OJCC) home page (www.fljcc.org) is a paragraph under
“Website Information” entitled “Unrepresented Parties.”
It provides links to various statutory authorities and rules
dealing with workers’ compensation cases. There is also a
tab for “Resources,” which provides downloads for forms,
rules, applicable statutes, and other useful information.
There is even a link designated “Represent Yourself,”
which leads to a site that explains the mediation/adjudication process and provides general information on
requesting an OJCC number and how to file a petition
for benefits (PFB) with the Central Clerk’s Office. This
link also provides information and guidelines relating
to the process of presenting a claim to a judge. Finally,
there is even a link to the Workers’ Compensation System
Guide (which provides a general overview and summary
of workers’ compensation), as well as information on
how to file a PFB using the OJCC website. And when
all else fails, there is a link to the Employee Assistance
Office, where an injured worker can get education and
information on his rights and responsibilities, including
assistance in the proper completion and filing of a PFB.
Unfortunately, there is no tab entitled “How to Win
Your Case Without an Attorney.” This brings us to that
turtle. In Davis v. Keeto, Inc., 463 So.2d 368 (Fla. 1st
DCA 1985), the court, in discussing the award of a higher
attorney’s fee in a complicated workers’ compensation
case with a small benefit value, noted that “. . . without
the assistance of competent counsel, the claimant would
have been as helpless as a turtle on its back.” The court
pretty much conceded that the claimant would have not
gotten the benefits he did win, as small as they were,
without the assistance of an attorney. We in the industry
do not dispute this point, but what does the record really show? This article is, in essence, a survey that, not
surprisingly, supports the “turtle on its back” theory. The
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

survey comprises 100 cases occurring over the last 10
or so years that meet the following criteria: (a) a final
hearing occurred and a final compensation order was
entered; (b) the claimant was unrepresented and did, in
fact, appear at the final hearing; (c) it does not include
summary final orders, orders granting motions to dismiss,
and sanction orders for failure to show up; and (d) a defense was represented by the employer or an attorney.

Results of Survey

No, the claimant did not lose them all. In three cases,
the claimant won some or all of the benefit(s) that were
claimed. In these three cases there was defense counsel,
but there was also a claimant’s attorney at some point,
who got critical evidence filed before withdrawing from
the case. This leaves a 97% pro se loss ratio.
Only one case was originally filed by the pro se claimant, without assistance of counsel, and carried to a final
hearing. He lost. In all of the rest of the cases (99%),
there was an attorney initially involved who participated
in some of the litigation process before withdrawing.
In about one-third of the above cases, there was more
than one attorney who withdrew before the final hearing.
In some cases, there were three or four.
In the cases that were lost by pro se claimants, nearly
85% were due to procedural evidentiary problems. Either
they were unable to get the evidence in due to hearsay
objections, authentication problems, relevancy issues,
or failure to provide the other side with the documents
before the hearing, or there were medical opinions from
unauthorized doctors, usually the claimant’s own family
doctor, and therefore were not admissible.
In about 10% of the above cases, the claimant lost on
the merits, with the evidence having already come in. But
it is hard to say how the case would have gone if there
had been an attorney involved all the way to the hearing.
About 10% of the cases were lost because there was
NO evidence at all, admitted or attempted to be admitted, on the benefit that was being claimed. The only
evidence filed was from the employer/carrier, and the
claimant simply came to say it was wrong, or the system
... continued, next page
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payroll records, missing defenses, poorly crafted claims,
missed questions, missing attachments, etc. In a number of the orders I found in this survey, it was clear that
the judge was really trying to assist the pro se claimant,
within proper bounds, in getting his case heard, but the
hurdles were, inevitably, too high. Whatever position is
advanced on the issue of attorney’s fees, there really is
no doubt that without an attorney involved in workers’
compensation litigation, the claimant will nearly always
be the “turtle on its back.”
John P. Brooks has practiced workers’
compensation law for 39 years in claimant and defense work, as well mediations.
He has been certified in workers’ compensation law since 1999, and he is a Florida
Supreme Court certified mediator. He
currently serves as a state mediator in
Daytona Beach.

Pro se Claimants, continued
is unfair, or there was a conspiracy against him, or he just
wanted to have his say in front of the judge.
There was one case where the employer was uninsured
and unrepresented at the final hearing, did not even
show up with the defenses stricken, but the claimant
lost because he could not get the evidence in to prove
his prima facie case.
Five of the pro se losses noted above were appealed
by the pro se claimant, and all were affirmed without
opinion.
The law in workers’ compensation, both substantive and
procedural, is complex and routinely challenges and, not
infrequently, trips up experienced practitioners. It is not
uncommon to read a final order where both sides were
represented by competent counsel and where there were
problems with the admissibility of medical documents or
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Minimizing Claims Asserted by Health
Insurers and Health Care Providers
by Paul L. Westcott

The Strategy

Liens held or asserted by health care providers and
health insurers can frequently complicate or frustrate
the ability to get a case settled. Lien holders, especially
when large balances are asserted, can have unrealistic
expectations due to their perspective (seeking to get as
much of their money back solely because they spent it).
It must first be noted that health care providers and
health insurance carriers are not true lien holders. Section 440.22, Florida Statutes, protects injured workers’
benefits from claims of third parties except for child
support and alimony recipients. Additionally, section
440.13(3)(g), Fla. Stat., protects the injured worker
from liability for authorized medical care; however,
circumstances arise wherein a third party may have a
claim for reimbursement. I will provide an approach to
resolving these claims in a cost-effective manner that can
help both sides by improving chances for a negotiated
settlement. For the sake of simplicity, I will use lien and
lien holder language in the discussion.
The first question that should be addressed is whether
the third party truly has a viable, legally authorized claim.
For the health care provider, it is a question of the scope
of services provided and the nature of any commitment
the injured worker made in terms of payment. For the
health insurance carrier, the question will most likely
be addressed in the insurance plan/policy. Before any
consideration for reimbursement is made, the injured
worker’s attorney should insist on reviewing the policy
documents in order to evaluate the existence and scope
of any right to reimbursement/recovery that exists in the
health insurance plan/policy.
The health insurer’s rights are outside of the workers’ compensation arena, so part of the discussion with
the injured worker might be a cost-benefit analysis of
whether the worker is willing to assume the risk of nonpayment should the health insurer be unwilling to make
a reasonable compromise. Obviously, the attorney must
navigate the ethical considerations/risks of appearing to
tell a client not to pay.
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

The approach I am suggesting involves helping a lien
holder understand that its interests are tied to the injured
worker. This involves making sure the lien holder understands the compensability issues and the very real risks
that the injured worker may not prevail at trial. Usually
the circumstances surrounding these disputes involve
cases where compensability is in dispute or there is a
dispute as to the compensability of a condition.
A lien holder typically looks at an arbitrary dollar
amount based merely upon its own expectations. I seek to
engage the lien holder in a conversation on the realities of
the litigation. Next, I get the lien holder to agree that its
ability to recover is dependent upon the injured worker’s
ability to prevail. I build on that by having the lien holder
agree that its ability to recover is no greater than that of
the injured worker. I usually have the lien holder agree
that it is standing in the shoes of the injured worker and,
therefore, does not have shoes better than those of
the injured worker. Once the lien holder acknowledges
that idea, it has to temper its recovery expectations in
a manner more consistent with the injured worker’s risk
assessment and the process of compromise that goes
along with it.
The next step is to help the lien holder understand the
overall exposure being negotiated and the underlying
compensability issues. At this stage of the process, you
would provide the value of the case from the injured
worker’s perspective. I will now start using a hypothetical.
For the sake of discussion, the lien holder has a claim of
$200,000. The injured worker has assessed the value of
the case at $5 million. For context, this is a catastrophic
brain injury with exposure for attendant care. There is
a significant compensability issue that impacts value.
Once the lien holder acknowledges its risk assessment
is the same as that of the injured worker, it needs to see
where it fits in the overall value of the case. The amount
claimed by the lien holder should be divided by the total
exposure for the case. In this example, it would constitute
4% of the risk picture.
... continued, next page
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is forcing the injured worker to go to trial on a difficult
claim. By the time you start talking about the real dollars
on the case, the lien holder has already acknowledged
that its return on the risk assessment is limited by the
injured worker’s ability to recover. The lien holder’s shoes
are no better than those of the injured worker.
I was recently involved in a case having similar issues,
with the lien holder occupying approximately 10% of
the overall risk picture. The lien holder targeted 60%
to 70% as its breaking point. The lien holder moved to
50% as its absolute bottom line. After being asked, “Do
you remember when you agreed that your position is no
better than the injured worker?”, the lien holder moved
to under 30% of its payout. At some point, the lien
holder’s view of the real dollars may get in the way, but
this is a persuasive approach that forces a lien holder to
justify its position and to be more realistic, if not logical.
Going into a mediation where there is a lien presents
a unique opportunity for the parties to work together,
and it is important to plan ahead. The first question to be
addressed is whether the lien holder will be a participant
in the mediation. It is probably a better idea that the lien
holder not be a participant. The dispute is between the
lien holder, a nonparty, and the injured worker. This will
allow the injured worker to control the messaging. The
greater the apparent exposure on the case, the smaller
the percentage allocation the lien holder will occupy.
Having the employer/carrier stay out of the way of these
lien discussions will limit the confusion that disagreements on valuation can have. Also, the employer/carrier
should not be surprised if the injured worker paints a
more pessimistic compensability picture than is being
given in the case. While I am not encouraging dishonesty,
the injured worker is helping the lien holder understand

Minimizing Claims, continued
The formula is:
Amount claimed by lien holder = Percentage value of
claimed lien
Total value of case exposure
$200,000 = 4%
$5 million
The return the lien holder should expect:
The amount the lien holder should expect would be
equal to the amount of the settlement multiplied by the
percentage lien value.
Amount paid to lien holder = Amount of settlement x
percentage rate of lien
The argument now is that the lien holder recovers at or
near the 4% of the injured worker’s settlement amount
because that is the portion of the exposure it occupies.
While I would not expect the lien holder to jump at that
opportunity at first, there is a logic that is difficult to argue
against. Once you get the lien holder to agree to a percentage of the injured worker’s recovery, the lien holder’s
piece of the settlement is predictable and helps the injured
worker understand what the bottom line will look like.
Also, this approach helps pull the lien holder away from
the point of view that is focused on an arbitrary number
built solely upon its desire to get as much back as it can.
One strategy question to be considered is how early
to push for a commitment to a percentage from the
lien holder. I would start pushing the question as early
as possible. It will be more helpful to know the lien value
so that the injured worker knows the real meaning of the
offers. Also, this is a process that requires educating the
lien holder, which may take some time to sink in.
If the lien holder balks at this assessment, your prior
discussions will be amplified when you point out that it
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Minimizing Claims, continued
the compensability issues.
The next question is who will be contacting the lien
holder. I think the injured worker’s attorney should be
primary, but having the mediator involved is helpful. As a
mediator, I make sure a lien holder understands I am just
checking on its point of view and where the parties are
in terms of negotiations. When I go over the issues and
valuations, I make sure that I am merely relaying what
the injured worker’s attorney has shared. I make sure the
lien holder understands that I am just carrying a message
and that confidentiality does not apply (if the lien holder
is not a mediation participant). Obviously, the parties
need to agree on the mediator’s role and that of the lien
holder before the mediation gets started. I suggest a
confirmatory writing/email regarding the nature of the
lien holder’s involvement. Also, putting a lien holder on
notice of the mediation and asking the lien holder to be
available well in advance will help the process.
Lien holders can sometimes be arbitrary in their expectations. Having a game plan going into the settlement
process can make all the difference. The injured worker
and the employer/carrier have a common interest, reducing the lien. The less impact the lien has, the easier it
will be for the parties to reach an agreement.
Finally, for those representing injured workers, handling these issues well can mean a real dollar difference
for your client. Because these issues add to the complexity of the matter as well as the additional time expenditures, there are clear Miles attorney fee implications that
should be considered. See Miles v. City of Edgewater Police
Dept., 190 So.3d 171 (Fla. 1st DCA 2016).
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Businesses Could Get Break
on Workers’ Comp Rates

A 5.4% rate decrease for employers could come January 1
by The News Service of Florida, August 30, 2019
Workers’ compensation insurance rates could go down
again for Florida employers.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance this
week filed with the state Office of Insurance Regulation a proposal that would lead to an average 5.4% rate
decrease for employers, effective January 1.
The recommended rate changes are based on claimsexperience data as of the end of 2018. More than 90%
of the data analyzed came from policies that took effect
after a 2016 Florida Supreme Court decision that struck
down strict caps on attorney fees in workers’ compensation cases, according to the organization known as NCCI,
which makes annual rate filings on behalf of insurers.
In a document accompanying this week’s filing, NCCI
attributed the recommended rate reduction to a variety
of issues, including a declining frequency of on-the-job
accidents.
“For decades, with few annual exceptions, frequency
has continued on a clear downward path driven by technology, safer workplaces, improved risk management,
and a long-term shift from manufacturing to service
sectors. NCCI has no expectation that this trend will
change course,” NCCI said in a document accompanying the filing.
The NCCI proposal is just a recommendation to the
Office of Insurance Regulation, which can accept the

Alone,

we can do
so little;

together,
we can do
so much.
HELEN KELLER

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

proposed reduction or ask that it be changed, either up
or down.
Workers’ compensation insurance has long been a
divisive issue in Tallahassee because of the breadth of its
impact. It touches disparate interests including injured
workers, employers, health-care providers, insurance
companies, and workers’ attorneys.
It’s meant to be a self-executing system that provides
health benefits and lost wages to injured workers while
protecting employers from civil lawsuits stemming from
on-the-job injuries.
While the system is generally set up to avoid lawsuits,
disputes about workers’ benefits can often lead to legal
fights, which is when attorney fees come into play.
Pointing to high rates, the Republican-dominated
Legislature in 2003 passed a sweeping rewrite of the
workers’ compensation system that, among other things,
put strict limits on fees for attorneys representing workers. The fee law was tweaked in 2009.
But in 2016, in a case known as Castellanos v. Next
Door Company, the Florida Supreme Court ruled the fee
law violated constitutional due-process rights because it
prevented challenges to the “reasonableness” of attorney
fees awarded in workers’ compensation cases.
The ruling stemmed from a case in which an attorney
... continued, next page
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compensation system is healthy because the economy
is good.
“It’s masking the problem of attorney fees in the system,” Herrle said.
NCCI cautioned in its documents that “the full effects
of that (court) decision will still not materialize for several
years to come as workers’ compensation insurance is a
‘long-tail’ line that often involves a long period of time
for claims to be resolved.”
Herrle said his push to have the Legislature tackle
workers’ compensation had not been sidetracked and
indicated it could be included in a broader legislative
discussion about legal changes and what is known as tort
reform.
“We are optimistic as well for workers’ compensation
to be addressed,” Herrle said.

Workers’ Comp Rates, continued
was awarded the equivalent of $1.53 an hour in successfully pursuing a claim for benefits for a worker injured
in Miami.
The ruling sent reverberations through the state’s
business and insurance sectors. The Office of Insurance
Regulation subsequently approved a 14.5% rate increase
that took effect in December 2016.
But in the following years, regulators have ordered rate
decreases, with a 9.5% reduction in 2018 and a 13.9%
reduction in 2019.
Business and insurance groups have long argued that
attorney fees drive up workers’ compensation premiums.
Fearing a return to higher rates after the 2016 Supreme
Court ruling, the groups have pushed the Legislature to
reinstate some fee restrictions, though lawmakers have
not made changes.
Bill Herrle, executive director of the National Federation of Independent Business in Florida, said the workers’

The News Service of Florida (NewsServiceFlorida.com)
provides journalists, lobbyists, government officials, and
other civic leaders with comprehensive, objective information about the activities of state government year-round.

Making It Relevant to Your Audience
As the article points out, everyone can relate to a story
with characters. Instead of speaking of abstract scenarios,
try breaking down the case with analogies to real circumstances the client can relate to. One way to accomplish
this alternative approach is to replace the inclination to
use legal terms with simple vocabulary. Think about how
an attorney approaches a jury in opening and closing
arguments. The attorney may need to define the legal
conclusion that the jury must consider, but the story of
the case is relevant and human to the juror. The facts are
laid out in a concise and simple manner with language
that is not above the understanding of the general public
that has been selected to decide the case. As workers’
compensation attorneys, we do not typically face a jury,
unless part of your practice is on the civil side. We have
become accustomed to arguing a case before the judge
of compensation claims without the need to simplify the
issues. We cannot lose sight of the fact, however, that our
clients are the ones to whom we need to explain the case
so that they can make the decision that is best for them.

It’s a challenge we all face from both the defense and
the claimant’s side of the case; how to explain strategy,
exposure, and potential risk to a client. From a defense
standpoint, for the most part, you work with a dedicated
clientele that evaluates each case based upon exposure
to litigation versus compromise to resolve issues. On
the claimant’s side, a client may be faced with his or her
first exposure to an on-the-job injury, and have even less
experience with the legal world. Either way, chances are
that the client does not have legal experience at the same
level as counsel. As a result, the attorney is faced with
the task of explaining the benefits and risk of litigation to
a client who is not fluent in legal jargon. We are trained
to speak in legalese with identification of the issues and
analysis of the law, but most of us did not take a class in
law school that teaches how to explain the law to nonlawyers. The linked article from Attorney at Work provides
some valuable tips on remembering your audience and
speaking in a way the client can understand.
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION
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PRODUCTIVITY

Communication

by Mike Celeste

Who says you’re too old to crack
sticks and crack heads? You’re never
too old for anything. What the mind
wills, the body will follow—most of
the time. Soooo . . . can a 66-yearold, fast-talking Italian from Boston, still with a distinctive Boston
accent, play lacrosse, the fastest
game on two feet? Yes, and here
is a picture to prove it. No, Cappy,
this is not a Halloween costume. A
lacrosse player, regardless of age,
wears at least a helmet with face
mask, arm pads, and hockey-like
gloves. Why? Because the typical
lacrosse stick is made of titanium,
unless you are really old school
and use a wooden stick made by
the Mohawks, and those sticks
seem to make contact with your body
often.
Lacrosse is a Native American game given to the
people by the Creator, played long before the white man
invaded North America. It was played to grow crops, heal
the sick, train for war, and please the Creator. The ancient
game was sometimes played for days, with hundreds of
warriors on fields with no boundaries and no rules, resulting in many injuries and death.
The modern game is more tame. It’s played on a football field with 11 players on each team, including a goalie

. . . truly an insane individual . . .
who gets hit with a ball made of
hard rubber about the size of a
fist, traveling at upwards of 100
miles per hour. The rules, as in
hockey, prohibit cross checking
and slashing, but, unlike hockey,
the arm/hand holding the stick
can be hacked by an opponent
(like tenderizing veal), and any
player within five yards of a loose
ball can be steamrolled.
So, why do I play a violent game
that requires continual running and
hitting? Because . . . well . . . because
I can. Temporary pain doesn’t faze
me because I fancy myself a warrior, ha ha! But mostly, it is my way
to honor the Creator.
Michael “Mike” Celeste, Jr., was born
and raised in Milford, Massachusetts.
He received the B.A. in American studies at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, in 1975, where he also
played varsity football and lacrosse—with
Bill Belichick, now head coach of the New
England Patriots. Mike was admitted to
The Florida Bar in 1986 and has been
licensed to practice before the United States District Court,
Southern District since 1995.

JOIN THE FLORIDA BAR’S

Lawyer
Referral Service!
Every year, The Florida Bar Lawyer
Referral Staff makes thousands of referrals
to people seeking legal assistance. Lawyer
Referral Service attorneys annually collect
millions of dollars in fees from Lawyer
Referral Service clients.
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HEALTH & WELLNESS

You’re Never Too Old

ATTORNEY SPOTLIGHT

Karen Ferguson
Partner, Bennett, Jacobs & Adams PA

Who is someone who inspires you and why?
Rob Bennett, my partner. He always inspires me to be a
better lawyer and an even better person.

Favorite quote?
“At the end of the day people won’t remember what you
said or did, they will remember how you made them feel.” ~
Maya Angelou

Why do you practice workers’ compensation law?
I was a claims adjuster before I went to law school, and
it was a natural progression to represent employers and
carriers. I like that our community is smaller than other
areas of law and that I get to interact with some of the best
and brightest people in the legal industry.

Favorite song lyric?
“Honesty is such a lonely word.” ~ Billy Joel

Proudest accomplishment within the section?
Cases that I have been involved in on an appellate level
that have clarified and/or made law.

Something we did not know about you?
I was crowned Miss Lake Hiawatha at age 6. It is my
greatest accomplishment to date!

Best place you have traveled and what makes it special?
Florence, Italy. We went for our anniversary (see one of
our favorite photos above), and I loved the food, the sights,
and the shopping!

If you could have lunch with anyone from history, who would
it be and why?
Princess Diana. I have so many questions!

Favorite workers’ compensation law case?
Village Apartment v. Hernandez, 856 So.2d 1140 (Fla. 1st
DCA 2003). Lots of great quotes!
What is something few people know about you?
I think more than a few know, but I am a diehard Tampa
Bay Lighting fan! Go, Bolts!
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION
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The American Inns of Court, Then and Now
by Judge Neal P. Pitts

As most of the lawyers who practice in the area of
workers’ compensation law throughout the state of
Florida know, a concerted effort has and is being made by
the section leaders, lawyers, and the judiciary to establish
American Inns of Court (AIC) chapters throughout the
state of Florida, whose members are primarily dedicated
to this area of specialty. These chapters are charged with
the mission to inspire the legal community to advance
the rule of law by achieving the highest level of professionalism through example, education, and mentoring.
By way of brief background, the AIC was first conceived in the late 1970’s among the United States’
members of the Anglo-American Exchange of Lawyers
and Judges, including Chief Justice of the United States
Warren E. Burger and Judge J. Clifford Wallace of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. After having
concerns as to the deterioration of professionalism and
civility in the American bar, Chief Justice Warren and
others were given the opportunity to observe how barristers were mentored and trained in England through a
system with origins that have been traced as far back as
1422. In 1980, a pilot program in Utah began in earnest
with the formation of a small group of attorneys where
the members met every month, broke bread together,
got to know each other, and conducted meetings in a
way that provided an atmosphere of professionalism and
civility. This movement now encompasses almost 400
chartered Inns over 48 states, the District of Columbia,
Guam, and Tokyo. Membership in the organization consists of 30,000 active members encompassing various
roles in the legal community including federal and state
judges, lawyers, law professors, and law students.
In Florida, the first Inn was chartered in 2007 in Jacksonville and its inaugural banquet was held at the San Jose
County Club on June 6, 2007. It is named after Robert
E. Williams, a much admired and respected lawyer in
the Jacksonville community. Its visionary was John Jake
Schickel, who is himself a much accomplished and respected lawyer in this community. Its current president
is Vanaessa Herbert, Esq.
The second Inn was chartered in Orlando. It is named
after Judge William Wieland, a beloved former judge of
compensation claims whose initial appointment was in
1970 by Governor Claude Kirk. Its inaugural president
was Hon. Neal Pitts, who was a member of the Robert
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

E. Williams Inn of Court during his first year serving as
a judge in Jacksonville. The Orlando Inn has grown to
more than 90 members. Its current president is Kellye
Shoemaker, Esq. Its immediate past president is Frank
C. Wesighan, Esq. The Orlando Inn is actively involved
with the Give Kids The World charity, including collecting Halloween candy for its kids. Last year, more than
1,000 pounds of candy was collected and presented to
this charity; an amount which lasts only about six weeks.
The third Inn was chartered in Tampa and named
the Tampa Bay Workers Compensation and Disability
American Inn of Court. Its inaugural president was Michael Winer, Esq. Its current president is Hon. Robert
A. Arthur, who sits as a judge in Lakeland.
The fourth Inn was chartered in Miami and named the
... continued, next page
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United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
This luncheon has elevated itself as one of the highlights
of the conference.
At this year’s luncheon, the John Jake Schickel professionalism award was presented to Richard Sicking. The
award was presented by Ramon Malca, Esq., and Jake
Schickel, both of whom have known Mr. Sicking over
many years. It was a momentous moment to observe the
lions of the workers’ compensation practice share the
same stage. All three of these practitioners are members
of the Inns of Court and wonderful mentors for the next
generation.

American Inns of Court, continued
Richard A. Sicking American Inn of Court. It is named
after Richard A. Sicking, Esq., who is a legendary lawyer
in the Miami area. He has been involved in most of the
landmark Florida Supreme Court decisions in recent
years. Its inaugural dinner was held on January 17, 2019.
Its inaugural president is Hon. Margret Kerr. The Miami
Inn has begun with 50 charter members.
A fifth Inn is being chartered and established in the
Treasure Coast area. The group organizing this new
chapter is led by Michael K. Horowitz, Esq.
For the fourth year in a row, the Judicial Luncheon was
presented in August during the Workers’ Compensation
Institute’s convention at the Orlando World Center
Marriott. This luncheon brings together the section officers and leaders; the judges, clerk of court, marshal,
and workers’ compensation unit members of the First
District Court of Appeal; Florida judges of compensation
claims; and members of the respective Inns. This year’s
keynote speaker was Kristina Samuels, the new clerk
of court for the First District Court of Appeal. Prior
speakers have been Hon. Stephanie W. Ray and Hon.
M. Kemmerly Thomas, who serve as judges on the First
District Court of Appeal, Hon. Roy B. “Skip” Dalton,
federal district judge, and Hon. Carl E. Stewart with the

Judge Neal P. Pitts has served as a judge
of compensation claims since 2009.
He holds the B.A. from Rhodes College
(1975), the J.D. from Ohio Northern
University (1978), and the L.L.M. in taxation from the University of Florida Levin
College of Law (1982). He holds an AV
rating from Martindale Hubbell and is
listed in The Bar Registry of Preeminent
Lawyers in both the Peer Review and the Judicial editions.
He is a member of The Florida Bar, Orange County Bar
Association, an honorary member of the E. Robert Williams
American Inn of Court, and the Judge William Wieland
American Inn of Court (immediate past president).

Case Law Update

Courtesy of Roland Tan and 440Authority.com – Daily Workers’ Compensation Reporter
To subscribe, email Roland Tan at 440Authority@gmail.com
Liberty Mutual and UPS v. Wilbert Miller
DCA#: 19-2826, Panel Judges: Roberts, Bilbrey, Winokur,
Decision date: 09-20-2019
Counsel for Appellant: Christopher A. Hanson,
McKensey M. Sims; Counsel for Appellee: Joey D.
Oquist
Primary Issues: Motion to Enforce, Non-Appealable
NonFinal order
Summary: Upon order to show cause why the appeal of
an order denying the E/C motion to enforce settlement
should not be dismissed on jurisdictional grounds, the
E/C advanced the novel theory that a “modified finality
standard” should be applied. The Court noted that prior
precedent established that orders denying a motion to
enforce settlement are interlocutory. The Court was
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

unpersuaded by the E/C argument, observing the JCC
denial of the motion necessarily “results in the potential
for additional judicial labor - the very antithesis of finality.” Appeal DISMISSED for lack of jurisdiction.
Robert Schiano v. City of Hollywood Police Dept./
Employer’s Mutual, Inc.
DCA#: 18-1791, Panel Judges: M.K. Thomas, Wolf, Makar,
Decision date: 08-21-2019
Counsel for Appellant: Mark A. Touby, Richard A. Sicking;
Counsel for Appellee: William H. Rogner, Andrew R. Borah
Primary Issue: Statute of Limitations
Summary: The JCC ruled against claimant on his SOL
estoppel argument and denied the petition. Claimant
conceded the SOL had run, but argued on appeal that the
... continued, next page
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relevant findings of the JCC were that claimant had
voluntarily limited his income, but that such defense
could not apply as a matter of law to lost earnings after
the date claimant’s employment was terminated. The
Court rejected the JCC’s assumption that the E/C was
obliged to make repeated offers of suitable employment
and instead established a three-part inquiry: (1) did the
employer establish the continued availability of suitable employment after termination; (2) did the injured
employee continue to refuse suitable employment after
termination; and (3) was the refusal justified? Accordingly, the Court REVERSED and REMANDED for
reconsideration of the voluntary limitation of income
defense under the foregoing analysis.

Case Law Update, continued
JCC’s ruling thwarted the statutory presuit resolution
process. While the E/C had agreed to provide an OTC
physician in an email, they ultimately denied the claim
after receiving the petition and before making such
authorization. The First District found the actual issue
raised on appeal, i.e., that allowing the E/C SOL defense
in this case ran counter to the presuit resolution process,
had not been raised at the final hearing or in the motion
for rehearing. Because the argument was not preserved
for appeal, the DCA AFFIRMED the JCC’s order.
SBCR, Inc. dba Southern Concrete Repair/BITCO
Insurance v. Calvin Doss
DCA#: 19-0099, Panel Judges: Lewis, Osterhaus, Kelsey,
Decision date: 08-01-2019
Counsel for Appellant: Pamela J. Cox; Counsel for Appellee:
Jonathan B. Israel
Primary Issue: Permanent Total Supplemental Benefits
Summary: E/C accepted claimant as PTD and continued to pay PTD supplemental benefits through the date
of claimant’s 62nd birthday. The parties proceeded to
final hearing regarding a PTD supplemental dispute, and
the JCC found claimant was entitled to continuing PTD
supplemental benefits because his compensable injury
had prevented him from working sufficient quarters to
be eligible for Social Security benefits. In fact, claimant
was eligible for retirement benefits, but not disability.
The First DCA, reviewing the JCC’s findings of fact for
CSE support, ultimately concluded the record evidence
was insufficient to establish whether claimant’s accident
and injuries precluded him from working the required
number of quarters for SSD eligibility. Specifically, the
Court noted claimant’s employment had been sporadic
and his future employment was a matter of speculation.
REVERSED.

Publix Risk Management and Publix Super Markets,
Inc. v. Teresa Carter
DCA#: 18-4210, Panel Judges: Osterhaus, B.L. Thomas,
Rowe, Decision date: 07-29-2019
Counsel for Appellant: John E. McLain, Elise G. Phillips;
Counsel for Appellee: Bill McCabe, Don P. Harvey
Primary Issue: Temporary Partial Disability
Summary: Approximately one month prior to the industrial accident, claimant had accepted a demotion and
reduction in wages to work closer to her home. After the
accident she continued to work in the same position as
immediately prior to the accident, which was within her
light duty restrictions. Because of the voluntary demotion, the 13 week AWW was greater than her post injury
earnings and claimant petitioned for TPD benefits. The
DCA noted the fact pattern of this case demonstrated
a significant disparity in pre versus post injury wages
unrelated to the injury. Here, the work restrictions from
claimant’s injury did not reduce her earnings, and even
though mathematically claimant might be eligible for
TPD benefits, claimant was nonetheless required to
demonstrate a causal connection between the injury
and the wage loss. Because this was not shown, the DCA
REVERSED the award of TPD benefits.

MJM Electric, Inc./OCIP and Sedgwick CMS v. William Spencer
DCA#: 18-4064, Panel Judges: Ray, Bilbrey, Jay, Decision
date: 07-29-2019
Counsel for Appellant: Robert B. Griffis; Counsel for
Appellee: Bill McCabe, Dana L. Greenbaum
Primary Issue: Voluntary Limitation of Income
Summary: Six of seven issues on appeal were affirmed
by the DCA without discussion. However, the seventh
issue, concerning the JCC’s denial of the E/C voluntary
limitation of income defense, was REVERSED. The
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION SECTION

Frederick Clarke v. Florida Dept. of Financial Svcs./
Division of Risk Mgmt.
DCA#: 18-2087, Panel Judges: Wolf, Lewis, Bilbrey,
Decision date: 07-23-2019
Counsel for Appellant: Pat T. DiCesare, Bill McCabe;
Counsel for Appellee: Allyson A. McInvale
Primary Issues: Permanent Total Disability, Temporary
Partial Disability, Voluntary Limitation of Income
Summary: Finding competent substantial evidence
... continued, next page
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Primary Issues: EMA, Constitutionality
Summary: The JCC denied claimant’s request for shoulder surgery based on the presumption of correctness of
the EMA opinion that the procedure was unnecessary.
Claimant challenged the constitutionality of the presumption. Claimant first suggested the statute violated
separation of powers on the basis that only the Supreme
Court has the authority to promulgate procedural rules of
evidence. The DCA was unpersuaded by this argument,
noting the Supreme Court had previously declared they
had no jurisdiction to adopt rules of workers’ compensation
procedure. Next, the DCA addressed claimant’s second
separation of powers argument, to wit, that the statute
infringed on the executive branch’s right to establish rules.
Again the DCA was unconvinced, specifically observing
procedures in workers’ compensation are subject to statutory regulation. Third, the DCA acknowledged claimant’s
property interest in compensation benefits and considered
claimant’s denial of procedural due process argument.
The Court characterized claimant’s argument as simply
that the statutory EMA presumption was “too strong.”
This argument was rejected, primarily on the grounds the
presumption remained rebuttable, and because claimant
retained the opportunity to be heard. Finally, the DCA
summarily rejected claimant’s equal protection argument,
advising the statute applied equally to claimants and E/
Cs alike. Concluding the EMA statute, and the applicable
presumption of correctness, did not violate claimant’s
constitutional rights, the First DCA AFFIRMED the
JCC’s denial of shoulder surgery.

Case Law Update, continued
supported the denial of PTD benefits, the DCA AFFIRMED that issue without discussion. However, the
Court came to the opposite conclusion regarding claims
for TPD, penalties, and interest. In review of the E/C
voluntary limitation of income defense, the Court noted
the JCC was required to make findings as to whether
a job was available to claimant and/or whether there
was a break in the causal connection. Here, the JCC
recited claimant’s work history, but without more, the
Court found it could not conclude there was support for
a finding that claimant refused suitable employment.
Accordingly, the DCA REVERSED the denial of TPD,
penalties, and interest, and REMANDED for further
proceedings consistent with the opinion.
Patricia Phillips v. Leon County Public Works and
Preferred Government Claims Solutions and Mary
Elizabeth Cruickshank
DCA#: 18-1776, Panel Judges: Makar, Winokur, M.K.
Thomas, Decision date: 07-09-2019
Counsel for Appellant: Randall T. Porcher; Counsel for
Appellee: Mary E. Cruickshank
Primary Issue: Sanctions
Summary: The JCC had denied, without hearing,
claimant’s motion for sanctions predicated on the allegation that E/C counsel had raised an improper and
unfounded discovery objection in a motion for protective order. On appeal, the DCA considered F.S. Sec.
440.32 and Rule 60Q-6.125 concerning sanctions,
and in particular the “safe harbor” provision therein. The
Court recognized a conflict between the statute and the
rule’s safe harbor provision, and specifically noted, “It
is axiomatic that an administrative rule cannot enlarge,
modify or contravene the provisions of a statute.” Here,
the sanction in Sec. 440.32(3) was a standalone provision containing no safe harbor provision. As such, the
DCA held Rule 60Q-6.125(4)(a) should not apply to
the extent it precludes filing a motion for sanctions under
Sec. 440.32(3). REVERSED and REMANDED for a
hearing on the merits.

Marie Lafleur v. The Arbor Holding Company dba
Barrington Terrace of Fort Myers/United Wisconsin
Insurance
DCA#: 18-0381, Panel Judges: Ray, Roberts, Winsor,
Decision date: 06-12-2019
Counsel for Appellant: Cory J. Pollack, Bill McCabe;
Counsel for Appellee: Robert C. Barrett, McKensey M. Sims
Primary Issue: One Time Change of Physician
Summary: The JCC found the timely E/C selection
of an anesthesiologist was a suitable OTC physician to
claimant’s request for a change from the authorized
physical medicine and rehabilitation specialist. The First
DCA found this was error, as prior case law precedent
established the E/C obligation was to provide a physician
in the “same” specialty. Because authorization of a “similar” specialty does not satisfy this obligation, the Court
REVERSED and REMANDED for further proceedings
in accordance with the opinion.

Teresita DeJesus Abreu v. Riverland Elementary School
and Broward County School Board
DCA#: 17-2755, Panel Judges: M.K. Thomas, B.L. Thomas,
Rowe, Decision date: 06-18-2019
Counsel for Appellant: Mark L. Zientz; Counsel for Appellee:
Laurence F. Leavy
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Friends of 440 Scholarship Fund,
Inc., is a volunteer-driven, charitable organization whose purpose
is to make the dream of college a
reality for eligible students who
are dependents and descendants
of an individual who has been injured or killed in the course and
scope of his or her employment and
who received benefits under the Florida
Workers’ Compensation Law. In addition, dependents
of individuals whose primary employment is connected
with the operation and/or administration of this same law
are also eligible to receive scholarships.
Friends of 440 Scholarship Fund, Inc., has a membership comprising attorneys, doctors, insurance adjusters,
judges of compensation claims, claims administrators,
rehabilitation providers, and other individuals whose
primary employment is connected to the administration of the Florida Workers’ Compensation system.
Throughout the state of Florida, social events are held
to raise scholarship funds to aid students who lack the
economic ability to continue their education beyond
high school, or to further their college education. One
of the organization’s most successful events, casino-style
Cards for a Cause, is held annually in Orlando in early
June and raises nearly half the funds that are awarded
to students each year.

Lori Salzman, managing director of the
Scholarship Fund says, “These events
are our bread and butter and would
not be possible without the hard
work of our volunteer members.
Not only do they raise necessary
funds, but they raise awareness.”
Numerous events throughout the
state, such as trivia nights, fishing tournaments, and a night with the judges, which
provides CLE credits, will be hosted this year. Check
our website for actual dates as they become available.
Founded in 1991, the fund has awarded nearly $1.5 million in scholarships that have helped deserving students
achieve their goals. Scholarship recipients have gone on
to earn doctoral degrees in many fields, have become
attorneys, physicians, and accountants, and have excelled
in various other disciplines in the arts and sciences.
Qualified students must also meet academic requirements and show financial need. High school students
must have a 2.7 GPA and college students a 3.0 GPA to
apply. Scholarship recipients must be full-time students
and maintain a 3.0 GPA. The typical scholarship award
ranges from $1,000 to $3,500. The scholarship is not
available for post-graduate studies. Applications are due
by February 28 of each year and are available online at
https://www.440scholarship.org/portal/application.

Student Nailime Paneto

Student Jared Cooper

Friends of 440 Scholarship Fund Division Leadership

South Florida – President Eric Sandler
Treasure Coast – Chair Jim Walker
Ft. Myers – Chair Judge Frank Clark
Tampa – Chair Chris Petrucelli
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Orlando – President Kim DeArcangelis
Gainesville – Chair Stuart Suskin
Jacksonville – Chair Ed Williamson
Tallahassee - Chair Tod Stupski
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